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Notified Body n. 2632

Organismo Notificato n. 2632

[1]
EU-TYPE EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE

CERTIFICATO DI ESAME UE DEL TIPO

[2] ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Intended for use in Potentially Explosive Atmospheres - Directive 2014/34/EU-ATEX Annex III/Module B

APPARECCHIO ELETTRICO Inteso per l'uso in Atmosfera Potenzialmente Esplosiva - Direttiva 2014/34/EU-ATEX Annex III/Module B

[3] EU-TYPE EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE n.:

CERTIFICATO DI ESAME UE DEL TIPO n.:

AR18ATEX152

[4] ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT:

APPARECCHIO ELETTRICO:

Motori asincroni trifase serie DELPHI

[5] MANUFACTURER:

COSTRUTTORE:

Motive srl

[6] ADDRESS:
INDIRIZZO:

Via Le Ghiselle, 20

25014  Castenedolo  (BS) - ITALY

[7] This ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT and any variation is specified in the schedule to this certificate and the documents therein referred to.

Questo APPARECCHIO ELETTRICO e le varianti sono descritte nell'allegato al presente certificato e nei documenti ivi richiamati.

[8] Albarubens srl, Notified Body No. 2632, in accordance with Article 17 of the Directive 2014/34/EU-ATEX of the European Parliament

and of the Council, dated 26 February 2014, certifies that this ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT has been found to comply with the

Essential Health and Safety Requirements relating to the design and construction of products intended for use in potentially

explosive atmospheres given in Annex II to the Directive. 

The examination and test results are recorded in confidential report MOD 7.4.1 - ID: 3242

Albarubens srl, Organismo Notificato n. 2632, in conformità all'art. 17 della Direttiva 2014/34/UE-ATEX del Parlamento Europeo e del Consiglio, datata 26 Febbraio 2014, certifica che questo

APPARECCHIO ELETTRICO è conforme ai Requisiti Essenziali di Sicurezza e Salute per il progetto e la fabbricazione di prodotti destinati ad essere utilizzati in atmosfere potenzialmente

esplosive, definiti nell'Allegato II della Direttiva. I risultati dell'esame e dei test sono descritti nel rapporto confidenziale MOD 7.4.1 - ID: 3242

[9] Compliance with the Essential Health and Safety Requirements has been assured by compliance with the technical standards:

La conformità ai Requisiti Essenziali di Sicurezza e Salute è assicurata dalla conformità alle norme tecniche:

EN 60079-0:2012/A11:2013 - EN 60079-7:2007 - EN 60079-31:2014

except in respect of those requirements listed at item 18 of the Schedule.

tranne nel caso dei requisiti elencati al punto 18 dell'Allegato.

[10] If the symbol 'X' is placed after the certificate number, it indicates that the ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT is subject to the Specific

Conditions of Use specified in the next chapter 17.

Il simbolo 'X', se presente dopo il numero di certificato, indica che questo APPARECCHIO ELETTRICO è soggetto a Condizioni Speciali per l'Uso, specificate nel seguente punto 17.

[11] This EU-TYPE EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE relates only to the design and construction of the specified ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

Further requirements of the Directive apply to the manufacturing process and supply of product.

These are not covered by this certificate.

Questo CERTIFICATO DI ESAME UE DEL TIPO è relativo soltanto al progetto ed alla costruzione di questo APPARECCHIO ELETTRICO.

Ulteriori requisiti di questa Direttiva si applicano al processo di fabbricazione e fornitura di questo prodotto. Questi requisiti non sono oggetto del presente certificato.

[12] The marking of the ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT shall include the following:

Questo APPARECCHIO ELETTRICO deve riportare i seguenti contrassegni:
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Saronno (Italy), 27 Dec 2018

ALBARUBENS srl

Digital signature
The legal representative: ing. Giuseppe Terzaghi

Verify the authenticity of this certificate on the website: https://www.albarubens.it/authentication.php (Password: AREMVC)
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JOB: 18/0183 - ID: 3242

Low Voltage 06/95 EEC

EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility
04/108/EEC

Eco-design Directive for Energy-related
Products (ErP) 2009/125/EC

Note: The Machinery Directive (MD)
2006/42/EC excludes from its
scope the electric motors (Art.1,
comma 2)

CE marking is put by Motive as a
visible sign of the product compliance
with the requirements of above
mentioned directives. In order to reach
this conformity, Motive products
respect the following product
standards:

EN 60034-1 (last issue). Rotating
electrical machines. Part 1: rating
and performance

EN 60034-5 (last issue). Rotating
electrical machines. Part 5:
classification of degrees of protection

EN 60034-6 (last issue). Rotating
electrical machines. Part 6: methods
of cooling (IC code)

EN60034-7 Rotating Electrical
Machines - Part 7: Classification
of Types of Construction,
Mounting Arrangements and
Terminal Box Position (IM Code)

EN60034-8 Rotating electrical
machines–Part 8: Terminal
markings and direction of rotation

 marking is referred to:

CE MARKING SERIE DELPHI EX

EN60034-2-1 (last issue). Rotating
electrical machines. Standard
methods for determining losses
and efficiency from tests

EN60034-30 (last issue). Rotating
electrical machines - Part 30:
Efficiency classes of single-speed,
three-phase, cage-induction motors

EN50347 General purpose three-
phase induction motors having
standard dimensions and outputs.
Frame numbers 56 to 315 and
flange numbers 65 to 740

EN60335-1 Household and similar
electrical appliances – Safety

EN61000-6-4 Electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) - Part 6: Generic
standards - Section 4: Emission
standard for industrial environments

EN 60034-9 (last issue). Rotating
electrical machines. Part 9: noise limits

IEC 72-1 Dimensions and output series 
for rotating electrical machines Part 1: 
Frame numbers 56 to 400 and flange 
numbers 55 to 1080

EN60079-0 Electrical apparatus for explosive gas
atmospheres - Part 0: General requirements

EN60079-15 Electrical apparatus for explosive gas
atmospheres - Part 15: Construction, test and
marking of type of protection, "n" electrical apparatus

EN60079-31 Explosive atmospheres
Part 31: Equipment dust ignition protection by
enclosure “t”

EN50281-2-1 Electrical apparatus for use in the
presence of combustible dust. Test methods. Methods
of determining minimum ignition temperatures

Motive delphi Ex motors are designed to be used in
the zone 22 (II 3 D T125°') and/or zone 2 (II 3 G
T125°'), according to the classification stated in the
plate, and for the voltage and frequency field A described
by the norm EN 60034 part 1 Cap. 6.3.

II 3 GD
Ex nA T4
Ex tD A22 IP65 125°C

ATEX is the conventional name of the Directive 94/9/EC for the equipment
intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres.  The name comes
from the words ATmosphères and EXplosibles. It became compulsory in all
the European Union from 1st March 1996, imposing the evaluation of the
risk for all the equipment operating in such environments.  It classifies several

levels of "danger" (zones): to every zone it corresponds a 
different typology                        of explosive atmosphere, according to its 
composition and to its probability and time of appearance.

 
  The client is responsible of the choice of the right motor
  based on the criteria described in the norm EN 61241-14.  
  EN 61241-14. 

marking is referred to:

Low Voltage 14/35/EC

EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility 14/34/EC

Eco-design Directive for Energy-related Products (ErP) 
09/125/EC

Note:  The Machinery  Directive (MD) 2006/42/EC excludes 
from its scope the electric motors (Art.1, comma 2)

CE marking is put by Motive as a visible sign of the product 
compliance with the requirements of above mentioned directives. 
In order to reach this conformity, Motive motors respect the 
following standards: 

EN 60034-1 - EN 60034-5 - EN 60034-6 - EN60034-7 - 
EN60034-8 - EN60034-2-1 - EN60034-30-1 - EN50347 - 
EN61000-6-4 - EN 60034-9 - EN 60034-25

ATEX is the conventional name of the Directive 
14/34/EC for the equipment intended for use in 
potentially explosive atmospheres.

DELPHI EX SERIES

Motive delphi Ex motors differ from standard delphi 
motors because they are designed to be used, like 
motive “Ex” gearboxes, in the ATEX zones 1, 2, 21 
and 22

Motive delphi Ex motors are in fact certified for such zones according to the norms EN 60079-0 - EN 
60079-7 - EN 60079-31 by a notified body

N. REA 422301 
Cod. Fisc. e P. IVA 03580280174

Motive s.r.l. 
Via Le Ghiselle, 20 

25014 Castenedolo (BS) 

Tel.: +39 030 2677087 

Fax: +39 030 2677125 

motive@e-motive.it

Conformity Declaration 

Motive s.r.l. whose Head Office is situated in Castenedolo (BS) - Italy 

declares, under its own exclusive responsibility, 

that its whole range of  

asynchronous electric motors of the series “Delphi” and “DELFIRE” 

is conform to the following international norms (last issue): 

EN60034-1 Rotating Electrical Machines - Part 1: Rating and performance 

EN60034-6 Rotating Electrical Machines - Part 6: Methods of cooling (IC code)  

EN60034-7  Rotating Electrical Machines - Part 7: Classification of Types of Construction, 

Mounting Arrangements and Terminal Box Position (IM Code) 

EN60034-8  Rotating electrical machines – Part 8: Terminal markings and direction of 

rotation 

EN60034-25  Rotating electrical machines - Part 25: Guidance for the design and performance of 

a.c. motors specifically designed for converter supply 

EN60034-2-1  Rotating electrical machines. Standard methods for determining losses and 

efficiency from tests 

EN60034-30-1  Rotating electrical machines - Part 30: Efficiency classes of single-speed, 

three-phase, cage-induction motors 

EN50347 General purpose three-phase induction motors having standard dimensions 

and outputs. Frame numbers 56 to 315 and flange numbers 65 to 740 

EN61000-6-4  Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 6: Generic standards - Section 4: 

Emission standard for industrial environments 

IEC 72-1 Dimensions and output series for rotating electrical machines Part 1: Frame 

numbers 56 to 400 and flange numbers 55 to 1080

   
following the provisions of the Directives 

 Low Voltage (LVD) 14/35/EEC, 

EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) 14/30/EEC 

 Eco-design Directive for Energy-related Products (ErP) 09/125/EEC  

1 January 2016 

The Legal Representative: Giorgio Bosio

CE MARKING

Cat DUST GAS Zone description

A place in which an explosive atmosphere consisting of a mixture with air or 
flammable substances in the form of gas, vapor or mist is likely to occur in 
normal operation occasionally.

A place in which an explosive atmosphere consisting of a mixture with air of 
flammable substances in the form of gas, vapor or mist is not likely to occur in 
normal operation but, if it does occur, will persist for a short period only.

A place in which an explosive atmosphere in the form of a cloud of combustible 
dust in air is likely to occur in normal operation occasionally.

A place in which an explosive atmosphere in the form of a cloud of combustible 
dust in air is not likely to occur in normal operation but, if it does occur, will 
persist for a short period only.

CCC MARKING

The electrical safety and the efficiency of Motive motors, with and without brakes, 
have been  certified by the CQC certification body, as required by Chinese laws, 
thus allowing them to be exported to China.
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